
“A WORLD WITHOUT REAL GUNDAMS”

FADE IN:

INT. HEAVEN'S HELPERS – NIGHT [3/2]

ALEXIA, MARIA, ONI, and WOLFE are eating pepperoni & sausage
pizza, when Alexia's com watch starts buzzing.

ALEXIA MILLARD
Looks like it's that once again, guys

Wolfe starts jumping up and down out of his seat.

WOLFE McCLOUD
(excitedly)

Finally! Finally!! Finally!!!

Oni grabs her head, while tapping the table.

ONI (V.O.)
The idiot is doing it again

WOLFE McCLOUD
(scratches chin)

How should I beat them this time?

WIDER ANGLE

People in the restaurant start to look in their direction as
Alexia gets up from her seat and walks to the door.

ALEXIA MILLARD
I'll be right back

WOLFE McCLOUD
Good! Good! I sooner the better

ONI
Can you please calm down, Wolfe?

Wolfe starts jumping up and down again as Maria begins
giggling.

WOLFE McCLOUD
(ignoring Oni)

Should I go pistol or shotgun this time

ONI
(places hands on table)

Wolfe, shut up



Wolfe starts fighting the air as Maria's giggles turn into
laughter. The people in the restaurant start to gossip.

ONI (V.O.)
(gets out of seat)

That bastard isn't listening to me

REVERSE ANGLE ON WOLFE

Oni walks towards him and as he turns, knees him in the groin.

ONI
(yelling angrily)

Do you hear me now, Wolfe? Am I clear as crystal?

MARIA MILLARD
(shocked)
Oh my...

ALEXIA MILLARD
(looking in from window)

What the hell just happen in there?

Wolfe starts to roll around, grabbing his groin.

WOLFE McCLOUD
(crying)

The pain! my god, the pain!

Oni puts her foot over his groin, which makes Wolfe come to a
stop.

ONI
(calmly)

I'll tell you once more

ZOOM IN ON ONI'S LEG

Oni lowers her leg a little bit.

ONI
Shut up and calm down

REVERSE ANGLE ON ONI

Oni backs away and returns to her seat as Wolfe slowly gets
back up.

WOLFE McCLOUD (V.O.)
No wonder her nickname is demon



CLOSE ON ONI

ONI
(glares at him)

What are you thinking?

CUT TO:

EXT. HEAVEN'S HELPERS – CONTINUOUS [3/4.5]

Alexia stands against the wall, looking down at her com watch.

ALEXIA MILLARD
(presses button on watch)
Let's see who we got today

CLOSE ON WATCH

A holographic image of JOHNNY appears.

ALEXIA MILLARD
If it isn't Johnny Blazer

JOHNNY BLAZER
(laughing)

I can say the same thing too, my little butterfly

ALEXIA MILLARD
Cute Johnny, very cute

JOHNNY BLAZER
How's the happy couple doing?

WIDER ANGLE

Oni is choking Wolfe from the window as Maria looks on with a
smile on her face.

ALEXIA MILLARD
As happy a couple can be, of course

JOHNNY BLAZER
(laughing)

And your HOT and younger...

Alexia lowers finger onto the button as Johnny stopped
talking.

JOHNNY BLAZER
I'm kidding



Alexia removes finger from button.

ALEXIA MILLARD
I bet you were

ALEXIA MILLARD (V.O.)
Even though your wife was said to be
as young as her when you first met

JOHNNY BLAZER
(serious)

Anyway, I've got good news and bad news

ALEXIA MILLARD
What's the good news?

JOHNNY BLAZER
I got you guys your third match

ALEXIA MILLARD
That's cool

JOHNNY BLAZER
(hesitantly)

But the bad news is...

ALEXIA MILLARD
Is what?

CAMERA PAN away from Alexia to reveal a clock in the alleyway
that reads 7:38pm

JOHNNY BLAZER (O.S.)
It's in 28 minutes at Desert Prime

ALEXIA MILLARD (O.S.)
(presses button on watch)

Then we got time

REVERSE ANGLE ON ALEXIA

Alexia turn towards the giant window and knocked on it, while
giving the thumbs up

ONI
(getting out of seat)
Seems we better go

MARIA MILLARD
(hesitantly)



MARIA MILLARD (CONT'D)
But what about Wolfe?

WIDEN TO Wolfe on the ground unconscious as 

MARIA gets out of her seat and walks away with Oni.

ONI
He knows where we live, don't he?

MARIA MILLARD
I guess so

Wolfe extends his arm to them as they go out the door

WOLFE McCLOUD
Wait for me

CAMERA TILTS UP as Wolfe's arm falls to the ground

WOLFE McCLOUD (V.O.)
Oni the devil is more fitting

DISSOLVE TO:

MOON CITY – NIGHT [3/7.5]

CAMERA TRAVELING

Alexia & company are walking through the crowded streets

MARIA MILLARD
Any ideas on who we'll be facing

ALEXIA MILLARD
Hopefully a worthy team

MARIA MILLARD (V.O.)
(smiling)

I thought the last two were difficult

ONI
(talking to Alexia)

Don't forget that we're rookies still

ALEXIA MILLARD
(upset)

Don't remind me

REVERSE ANGLE ON ALEXIA & COMPANY



Wolfe comes running through the crowd of people, pushing
people out his way.

ONI
(devilish smile on face)
Look who finally caught up

Alexia & Maria turn around, while Wolfe stops in front of them
, tired.

WOLFE McCLOUD
(out of breath)

Why you leave me there?

ONI
Time is short when you're not an idiot

WOLFE McCLOUD
Idiot?

Wolfe looks at Oni as he begins grinding his teeth

WOLFE McCLOUD
(pointing at Oni)

You evil little bit...

ONI
(devilish smile on face)

Come on, say it

Alexia grabs Oni and starts moving her forward, while Maria
quickly covers Wolfe's mouth.

ALEXIA MILLARD
(annoyed)

We don't have time for another beating

WOLFE McCLOUD
(murmuring)
Beating?!?

Maria removes her hand from Wolfe's mouth and quickly catches
up to Alexia & Oni as Wolfe stares at them, kicking a can on
the ground.

WOLFE McCLOUD (V.O.)
(angry)

Someday...

REVERSE ANGLE ON WOLFE



Wolfe slowly follows with hands in pocket

WOLFE McCLOUD (V.O.)
All of this will end, Oni!

CUT TO:

INT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – NIGHT [3/10.5]

Alexia & company arrive at their apartment as Alexia opens the
door.

Wolfe rushes in and sits at his H.C. Unit station.

WOLFE McCLOUD
(anxious)

Let's get to business, baby!

Alexia walks halfway into the room.

ALEXIA MILLARD
We have ten minutes, you know

WOLFE McCLOUD
(surprised)
What?!?

ALEXIA MILLARD
We've got time and that means...

REVERSE ANGLE ON ALEXIA

Oni slowly makes her way to Alexia, as does Maria

ONI
Time to come up with a plan

Alexia turns towards her and smiles

ALEXIA MILLARD
Yep

Oni sits on the couch as Maria makes her way into the room.

Maria sits on the couch with Oni as she grabs the TV remote
and turn on the television.

MARIA MILLARD
Did Johnny say anything about our opponents?

Alexia walks into the kitchen



ALEXIA MILLARD
(as she opens refrigerator)

Nope

REVERSE ANGLE ON ALEXIA

Alexia grabs four galaxy sodas and places them on the counter.

ONI
Going into the blind again, I see

Alexia throws a soda to Oni then Maria and Wolfe.

Alexia opens her can and takes a drink

ALEXIA MILLARD
(smiling)

You know you guys love it that way

CLOSE ON ONI

Oni smiles

CLOSE ON MARIA

Maria smiles

CLOSE ON WOLFE

Wolfe laughing

WOLFE McCLOUD
(excitedly)
Hell yeah!

CLOSE ON ALEXIA

Alexia smiles and takes another drink

ALEXIA MILLARD
Then any ideas?

Oni switches through the channels as Maria leans forward,
elbows on her knees, hands holding her head up.

MARIA MILLARD
How about the three musketeer method?

Alexia walks towards the couch with her soda.



Oni takes a drink of her soda.

Alexia sits at the end of the couch with her legs on the
table.

ALEXIA MILLARD
That plan cost my mobile suit its right arm

Maria starts laughing as does Wolfe.

MARIA MILLARD
(laughing)

But it worked though

WOLFE McCLOUD
(laughing)
It sure did

Alexia slams her soda down, silencing both Maria and Wolfe.

ALEXIA MILLARD
(irritated)

Come up with another plan now!

Oni shakes her head

ONI
Calm down, Alexia

ALEXIA MILLARD
(looks at her watch)

We're coming to three minutes
and no plan

WOLFE McCLOUD
What about the 'Let me work my magic' method?

Alexia, Oni, and Maria turn and look at him.

Oni throws her soda can at him

Wolfe is nailed in the face

WOLFE McCLOUD
(covering his face)
You demonic witch!

ONI
Save it for the match

Alexia quickly gets up



Maria looks up at her

MARIA MILLARD
(worried)

Sis

Alexia looks at her watch

ALEXIA MILLARD
(frustrated)

As always, time is up...

Alexia walks towards her H.C. Unit station as Oni, Maria, and
Wolfe look on.

Alexia sits down at her station and grabs her H.C. Helmet.

ALEXIA MILLARD
Oh well

Oni gets up and walks to her station as Maria goes to hers

Wolfe puts on his helmet as he slides back in his seat.

WOLFE McCLOUD
Leave everything to me and Hellspawn

Oni sits down and grabs her helmet.

ONI
(looking at Wolfe)

Shut up and be prepare for anything

Oni puts her helmet on and slides back into her seat

Maria sits down and grabs her helmet

MARIA MILLARD
(looking at Alexia)

Remember your promise, alright

ALEXIA MILLARD
(putting on helmet)

Fine, Lotus gets to attack first this time

Maria puts on helmet and slides back into seat

MARIA MILLARD (V.O.)
(excitedly)

Then I'll try the twin blade attack first



ZOOM IN as Alexia slides back in her seat.

ALEXIA MILLARD
Everyone ready?!?

CLOSE TO MARIA

MARIA MILLARD
Blossom, ready!

CLOSE TO WOLFE

WOLFE McCLOUD
(excitedly)

Doc Satan is always ready!

CLOSE TO ONI

ONI
The Demon is ready

CLOSE TO ALEXIA

ALEXIA MILLARD
And of course, the Butterfly is ready

WIDEN as all four press their engage buttons simultaneously

ZOOM IN ON ALEXIA'S MOUTH

ALEXIA MILLARD
(smiling)

It's showtime!

DISSOLVE TO:

VIRTUAL WORLD – HANGAR OF MEMORIES (EVENING) [2.5/13]

Alexia & company are standing in front of a massive hangar in
a vast forest.

WOLFE McCLOUD
(as he's walking in)

Isn't like waking from a dream
or something?

ONI
Only to fools like you

Oni makes her way into the hangar as does Maria & Alexia



MARIA MILLARD
(in amazement)

The sight of them, sis

ALEXIA MILLARD
(looking towards Maria)

I know, they take my breath away as well

WIDEN to show four gigantic structures, standing as tall as
the hangar itself.

WOLFE McCLOUD (O.S.)
(crying happily)

I've miss you so much, Hellspawn

Wolfe comes to a stop in front of Gundam Hellspawn as

Oni approached Gundam Moonlight

ONI
Been awhile, hasn't it, Moonlight

Maria stops in front of Lotus Gundam as Alexia stops and
places her hand on Apocalypse Gundam's right foot.

MARIA MILLARD
Where's the match take place?

ALEXIA MILLARD
Desert Prime

ONI
(talking to Alexia)

That location has minimal chances of an ambush

ALEXIA MILLARD
True

WOLFE McCLOUD
(excitedly)

Yes! Melee-types!!!

ONI
Any type is possible, dummy

WOLFE McCLOUD
(upset)

Who you calling a dummy?

Oni approaches the rope ladder for Gundam Moonlight



ONI
(ignoring Wolfe)

Shall we get going, Butterfly

WOLFE McCLOUD
(shouting angrily)

Hey!!!

ALEXIA MILLARD
(ignoring shouting)

Let's head out

Oni climbs up the rope ladder as Alexia and Maria climb up
theirs

Oni looks down at Wolfe

ONI
(mockingly)

Hurry up, Dr. Satan

Wolfe slowly walks towards his rope ladder

He grabs it tightly

WOLFE McCLOUD (V.O.)
Calling me a dummy, you're the dummy

Wolfe climbs up the ladder as the other three jump into their
respective cockpit.

ALEXIA MILLARD
Ready to head out?

Wolfe jumps into cockpit.

CLOSE ON ONI, MARIA, & WOLFE (TRI-SCREEN)

ONI, MARIA, & WOLFE
Ready!

CLOSE ON ALEXIA

ALEXIA MILLARD
(licking lips then smiling, shouting)

Then let's kick some ass!!!

One by one, each gundam walks towards the entrance of the
hangar.



Gundam Moonlight phases from sight as...

Gundam Hellspawn hovers up to reveal boosters on the bottom of
it's feet, dashing away in a zig zag

Lotus Gundam activates a smoke screen that spirals around it,
vanishing as the eerie smoke following Hellspawn

Apocalypse Gundam activates “Butterfly mode” and soars into
the sky, before following the other three

FADE OUT:

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

FADE IN:

VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (EVENING) [2/15]

ICE is looking at his radar, when he notices four dots
approaching the area.

ICE
(smiling)

They're finally here

Ice steps out of Blizzard Gundam

ICE
(shouting)

The rookies are here!

CLOSE ON PAINTING, PHAT BOY, & MILKSHAKE (TRI-SCREEN)

PAINTING
Excellent!

PHAT BOY
It's about time, I was getting

hungry!

MILKSHAKE
It's time to end these rookies'

lucky streak!

PAINTING returns to the Masterpiece Gundam, brushing his hair
in the wind

PHAT BOY runs back to Conquer Gundam as MILKSHAKE approaches



Revolt Gundam.

PAINTING
(climbing into cockpit)

How far are they?

ICE
Four miles away

Masterpiece Gundam grabs its beam spreader on the ground

PAINTING
(laughing arrogantly)

I'll create beautiful works of art
with their worthless mobile suits

 
REVERSE ANGLE ON MASTERPIECE GUNDAM

Gundam Conquer & Revolt start walking towards the opposite
side of the cliffs.

PHAT BOY
We'll attack from over there

MILKSHAKE
Yeah, the old “divide they fall” trick

ICE
Fine, just hold up your end

PHAT BOY
Yeah, yeah, yeah

Blizzard Gundam pulls out its railguns that quickly extend out
2-3 times.

Blizzard Gundam falls to one knee and holds up both guns with
both hands

ICE
(locking on to Alexia & co)
Prepare to fire on my mark

Masterpiece Gundam lifts beam spreader higher, bending the
head slightly

PAINTING
(arrogant smile)

Just say the word my Picasso

CUT TO:



VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (CONTINUOUS) [1.5/16.5]

Alexia & company are approaching Desert Prime as Oni's radar
detects enemy fire from northwest

ONI
(changing her radio frequency)

Everyone! Scatter now!!!

CAMERA TILT UP to reveal beam shots coming down

Wolfe increases his speed, zigzagging to the left & right of
incoming fire

Maria reappears from within the smoke, drawing out a long
staff, spinning it rapidly as the beams bounce off in
different directions

ALEXIA MILLARD
(deactivates butterfly mode)
Where is it coming from?!?

ONI
I...

Oni's radar picks up more enemy fire coming from northeast

ONI
Northeast!!!

WOLFE McCLOUD
Damn!

Wolfe quickly turns and heads northeast, pulling out two beam
pistols from Hellspawn's side slots

Maria follows in pursue as Lotus barely sidesteps a beam shot,
while continuing after Wolfe

MARIA MILLARD
Leave this to me & Satan!

Alexia grabs the shield on Apocalypse's arm and block a couple
shots, staggering back as

Oni's Moonlight catches her

ALEXIA MILLARD
(shouting)
Go now!!!



CLOSE ON MARIA

Maria nods her head

CLOSE ON ALEXIA & ONI (SPLIT-SCREEN)

ALEXIA MILLARD
(breathing heavily)
Northwest, right?

ONI
Yeah

Apocalypse gundam gets back on its feet and reattaches the
shield as it dashes in the northwest direction

Gundam Moonlight dashes after her, both hands glowing a
greenish light

ALEXIA MILLARD (V.O.)
(angry)

Damn it! It's like before!!

CUT TO:

VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (CONTINUOUS) [.5/17]

TRAVELING

Hellspawn speeding through the desert, zigzagging, firing both
beam pistols in turn at the direction the enemy fire is coming
from

Beam shots start hitting the ground in front of him, making
him stop and side dash to the right as 

Lotus appears by his side with him, making him come to a stop.

MARIA MILLARD
What do we do?

WOLFE McCLOUD
(upset)

I don't know!

Another wave of enemy fire heads in their direction as both
Hellspawn and Lotus scatter, zigzagging between each other as

CUT TO:



VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (CONTINUOUS) [.5/17.5]

CLOSE ON ICE

Ice begins laughing, looking at the sight of them running

ICE
(laugh arrogantly)

That fool actually thinks he
can hit us from that distance

Masterpiece continues firing his beam spreader

PAINTING
Shall I end all of this?

ICE
No, lure them a bit more

REVERSE ANGLE ON MASTERPIECE & BLIZZARD

Masterpiece jumps to a lower area on the cliff as

CUT TO:

VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (CONTINUOUS) [1.5/19]

Apocalypse reaches the northeastern cliffs as Revolt & Conquer
prepare to fire their beam rifles as

ONI (O.S.)
Crescent Arrow!!!

A greenish beam arrow soars pass her at high speed, nailing
Revolt's left leg, sending to the ground and off the cliff

MILKSHAKE
(screams)

CLOSE ON PHAT BOY

PHAT BOY
(in a shocked state)

W-what the hell was that!

ZOOM IN as Phat Boy scans the surrounding area and on his
screen, for a brief second, sees a baby blue mobile suit,
holding a green bow before vanishing.

PHAT BOY
Just now...a gundam???



TRAVELING

Alexia sees the fallen gundam at the bottom of the cliff and
dashes towards it, increasing speed as Apocalypse grabs its
beam whip

ALEXIA MILLARD
Cover me, Demon!

Moonlight reappears, dashing along side Apocalypse

ONI
Roger!

Moonlight's hands start glowing green as it slams both hands
together, creating a spiraling greenish energy around them

REVERSE ANGLE ON MOONLIGHT

Moonlight starts phasing in/out of sight as Apocalypse moves
in front of it

CLOSE ON ALEXIA & ONI (SPLIT-SCREEN)

ALEXIA MILLARD
(looking back, smiling)

It's time for the elegant...

ONI
(devilish smile)
But deadly...

Revolt slowly gets back up as Conquer jumps down to the ground
below

PHAT BOY
(shouting to Milkshake)

Get up!

Conquer starts firing blast after blast at Moonlight &
Apocalypse, but

Apocalypse uses the shield on its arm to block them

ALEXIA MILLARD
(screaming in excitement)

It's over!!!

CUT TO:



VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (CONTINUOUS) [1.5/20.5]

The beam shots start intensifying as Lotus dashes at full
speed, evading

Hellspawn comes to a stop

WOLFE McCLOUD
Keep them busy, got it

MARIA MILLARD
What are you planning?

Wolfe combines the two beam pistols in Hellspawn's hands to
form one charged particle beam cannon

WOLFE McCLOUD
(serious)

I shall give you your moment

Wolfe locks on to the bottom of the cliff

WOLFE McCLOUD
(shouting)
Go now!!!

Lotus heads towards the cliff, throwing the staff up into the
air

CLOSE ON MARIA

MARIA MILLARD
(shouting)
Break!!!

CAMERA TILTS UP as the staff breaks into two

The two pieces slowly fall as Lotus jumps forward into the
air, catching both

MARIA MILLARD
(screams)

Smoke spirals around Lotus as it vanishes

the smoke speeds toward the cliff at high speed

REVERSE ANGLE ON LOTUS GUNDAM

Hellspawn fires the cannon, nailing the bottom of the cliff,
sending the Masterpiece and Blizzard crashing down with the



cliff.

TRAVELING

The smoke charges at the two mobile suits

ZOOM IN on the smoke to reveal Maria's face with Lotus' head
as a silhouette

MARIA MILLARD 
(serious)

As the innocent blossom, I
know not how to kill...

WIDER ANGLE

A naked Maria is holding the two pieces of her staff, now
katana blades soaring towards the enemy suits, hair flowing
back with the silhouette of Lotus slowly merging with her as

CUT TO:

EXT. CYBERMOON TEAM'S PLACE – NIGHT [.5/21]

Several black cars drive up to an abandoned arcade on Earth

Multiple people in white & red get out of the cars

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #1
Surround the building, make sure no

one is allowed to escape

GROUP OF SAINT ANGELS
Yes, sir!

A white car approaches 

The Saint Angel members surround the building as a individual
slowly gets out of the white car

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #1
(saluting)

Everything is going as plan!

?????
(salutes back)

I am pleases to here that

The individual smiles and walks into the arcade

CUT TO:



INT. CYBERMOON TEAM'S PLACE – CONTINUOUS [1/22]

Saint Angel members scatter throughout the arcade as the
individual slowly walks pass them

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
(points to a 'employee only' door)

Everyone! Over here!

All the members quickly run to the door, while individual
stops and waits

A member places his ear against the door to hear sounds from a
TV

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
(whispering, looking towards individual)

OK! They're behind this door

?????
Then you may proceed

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
Right!

All members slowly approach the door

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
(whispering to everyone)

On my mark!

The member quickly moves away from the door and signals
everyone to move in by waving his arm

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
Go! Go! Go!!!

All the members break down the door and rush in as the
individual stands at the door

The members approach four teenagers that are engaged in the
H.C. Unit

?????
It's time to end their fantasies,

do what must be done...

ALL SAINT ANGEL MEMBERS
Yes, madame!



CAMERA TILTS UP to reveal a mysterious feminine figure wearing
a white mask, smiling

REVERSE ANGLE ON ?????

Four members grab each of the teenagers' H.C. Helmets

 CUT TO:

BACK IN THE VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME [1/23]

The smoke is within seconds of Masterpiece and Blizzard as
Blizzard fires repeatedly his railguns

ICE
(screaming in rage)

I won't lose to a rookie!!!!

From within the smoke, Lotus Gundam reappears, two katana
blades in hand as it slashes diagonally through Ice's mobile
suit

ICE
(screams)

Lotus' blades shatter as they cut down, revealing two beam
sabers instead

Lotus impales Masterpiece with both beam sabers

PAINTING
It was beautiful, while...

Lotus rips out of the Masterpiece from the side as it explodes

ZOOM IN on Lotus' cockpit as it opens, revealing Maria, hair
flowing in the wind

MARIA MILLARD
 (serious, yet calm)

I am innocent, no more...

WOLFE McCLOUD (O.S.)
(amazed)

That was so cool!!!

Maria turns towards the approaching Hellspawn and smiles,
giving it the peace sign

CUT TO:



VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME (CONTINUOUS) [1/24]

Apocalypse throws the shield at Conquer, but it catches it

PHAT BOY
(laughing)

That the best you can do

ALEXIA MILLARD
Got ya

Apocalypse jumps into the air and goes into Butterfly mode,
flying pass Revolt & Conquer

Conquer turns towards Apocalypse, firing its vulcan guns

MILKSHAKE
(shouting)

Turn around!!!

Conquer turns back around as

ONI
(shouting)

Apocalyptic moon crusher!!!!

Moonlight phases in and impales Conquer in the chest

ONI
(screams)

The greenish glow around Moonlight's hands intensify as she
rips out of the mobile suit, with the entire cockpit in hand

ALEXIA MILLARD
(flying above her)

Hell yeah!

ZOOM IN as Revolt Gundam starts phasing in/out

Alexia turns towards Revolt's location

ALEXIA MILLARD
(confused)

What's going on?

Revolt vanishes as

MILKSHAKE
(frantic cry)

Saint...Angel...run...now!



ALEXIA MILLARD (O.S.)
Saint Angel???

CUT TO:

INT. CYBERMOON TEAM'S PLACE – NIGHT [.5/24.5]

The mysterious feminine figure stands over the motionless body
of a teenager, lowering her gun slowly

All Saint Angel members are in stunned

?????
(smiling)

Inform Eden to proceed carefully

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
Yes, my lady!

?????
(points to dead teenager)

Also, get rid of these...things!

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #2
And the other three?

The figure turns and shoots the other three

?????
(confused)
What three?

CUT TO:

BACK IN THE VIRTUAL WORLD – DESERT PRIME [1.5/26]

Apocalypse returns to mobile mode as Maria, Oni, and Wolfe
make their way to it

ALEXIA MILLARD
(worried)

I have a feeling we should leave

ONI
What's wrong?

ALEXIA MILLARD
He said something about Saint Angel

WOLFE McCLOUD



WOLFE McCLOUD (CONT'D)
Saint Angel!!!

CLOSE ON WOLFE

WOLFE McCLOUD
T-there a secret task force

MARIA MILLARD
(confused)

Task force???

WOLFE McCLOUD
Their sole purpose is dealing with

mobile suit pilots

ONI
(sarcastic)

Don't forget the part about
no one coming back after an encounter

WOLFE McCLOUD
(upset)

Shut up! It's the truth

ALEXIA MILLARD
Enough! Let's go!!!

Apocalypse starts walking away from the other three

MARIA MILLARD
Sis, what's wrong?

ALEXIA MILLARD
Why would he say the name, then?

ONI
Don't tell me you're worried

ALEXIA MILLARD
(holding in worries)

I'm not, just felt like leaving,
that's all...

REVERSE ANGLE ON APOCALYPSE GUNDAM

Everyone followed her, back to the hangar

CUT TO:

INT./EXT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – NIGHT [.75/26.75]



Saint Angel members surrounding the apartment complex as a
black-haired girl and a few other members enter the lobby

A member runs up to her and informs her about something...

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #3
(saluting)

Lt. Eden, we have received word
of Lady Angel's mission

EDEN
(turn & salutes)

What, Angel finally going on
a mission was actually a success?

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #3
Yes, I was told that...

Eden walks away

EDEN
(irritated)

Told?!? I'll tell you now to
check that all exits are covered

The member salutes her and runs out the lobby as

CLOSE ON EDEN

EDEN
(irritated)

Lady Angel, how I despise
hearing that name

Eden hears footsteps and turns into that direction, smiling

CUT TO:

INT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – CONTINUOUS [.75/27.5]

Alexia is standing at their doorway as everyone rushes for
their things

ALEXIA MILLARD
Hurry up!

WOLFE McCLOUD
OK! OK! We're coming!

Wolfe runs to the door as Oni slowly walks after him



ONI
(shrugging shoulders)

I still don't understand the rush

ALEXIA MILLARD
(scared)

Maria, we need to get going

MARIA MILLARD
Coming

Maria runs to the door

ALEXIA MILLARD
(takes a deep breath)

Everyone listen, if by some twist of
fate we get separated, head back here when

it's safe, ok

MARIA, ONI, & WOLFE
(nodding their heads)

OK

ALEXIA MILLARD
(worried)

Alright, let's go

Everyone rushes out the door as

CUT TO:

INT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – CONTINUOUS [1.5/29]

As Alexia & company are running down the stairs to the lobby,
they come to a stop at the sight of Saint Angel members

The clerk at the desk ducks down as

The members start approaching them

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #4
Stay where you are

ALEXIA MILLARD (V.O.)
It's them

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #4
You won't be harm as long as

you come quietly



Alexia & company look for an exit, but the only one is the
lobby entrance ahead of them

ALEXIA MILLARD
(whispering to Oni)

What are we going to do?

ONI
I have a...

WOLFE McCLOUD
You bastards!

Wolfe runs at one of them and punches him in the face as
everyone is stunned at the situation

ONI (V.O.)
(looking around for something)

Idiot

Oni grabs a vase on the counter and throws it at another
member's face, sending her to the ground

ALEXIA MILLARD
(shouting)

Go for the entrance!!!

The members start pulling out their guns as Maria see the
light switch next to her and turns it off.

EDEN
Fire! Now!!!

SFX: multiple gunfire

Alexia & company quickly run for the entrance in the dark

EDEN
(angrily)

After them you idiots!!!

All the members run after them as

CUT TO:

EXT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – CONTINUOUS [.5/29.5]

Alexia & company run outside, only to find more Saint Angel
members.

ALEXIA MILLARD



ALEXIA MILLARD (CONT'D)
(shouting)

Scramble!!!!

All four of them run in four opposite directions as Eden and
the other members rush out the door.

EDEN
(angrily)

How idiotic are all of you?!?
After them!

All the members split in the four different directions after
them.

EDEN
(taking a deep breath)

Why me?

Eden looks towards the shadows and forces a smile as

CUT TO:

MOON CITY – NIGHT [.5/30]

Alexia runs frantic through the crowd, ducking down as Saint
Angel members run pass her

She runs into an alley and hides in the shadows as members
stop in front of her

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #5
You see where she went?

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #6
(points ahead of them)

I think she went this way

SAINT ANGEL MEMBER #5
You better be right or
Lt. Eden will kill us

The members continue running as Alexia peeks out from the
shadows

ALEXIA MILLARD
(tired)

I'll wait here for awhile til
things calm down

Alexia slides down to the ground, grabbing her head



DISSOLVE TO:

BACK TO EXT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – NIGHT [0/30]

Alexia cautiously walks towards the apartment complex, looking
in all directions for her friends and for Saint Angel members

INT. ALEXIA'S APARTMENT – CONTINUOUS [.5/30.5]

As she enters the lobby, she hears footsteps going up the
stairs

ALEXIA MILLARD
(shouting out)

Maria! Oni! Wolfe! That you!

She quickly runs up the stairs and as 

ALEXIA MILLARD
(shouting happily)
It's me, Alexia!!!

she turns the corner towards the hallway, a gun is pointed at
her forehead

EDEN
(evilly, pulls safety back)

Hello there, Alexia

CLOSE ON ALEXIA

Alexia's eyes widen

EDEN
(arrogantly)

Fun while it lasted, huh?

FADE OUT:

THE END


